Algorithms for the calculation of the distribution of the aggregate claims from a life insurance portfolio have been derived by Kornya (1983) , Hipp (1986 ) and De Pril (1986 and 1989 . All these authors considered the distribution of the aggregate claims over a single period. In this paper we derive algorithms for the calculation of the joint distribution of the aggregate claims from a life portfolio over several periods.
INTRODUCTION
Several authors, notably Kornya (1983) , Hipp (1986) and De Pril (1986 and 1989) have derived algorithms for the calculation of the distribution of the aggregate claims from a life insurance portfolio. In each case, the author considers the aggregate claims over a single period of time. However, a distinguishing feature of most life insurance portfolios is that the term of the policies is greater than one year and, taking a year as a natural time period, the aggregate claims from year to year are likely to be correlated from the very nature of life insurance. With these features in mind, it is of interest to derive algorithms for the calculation of the joint distribution of aggregate claims over several time periods from a life insurance portfolio. In this paper we present such algorithms.
In the following section we define our notation, make some assumptions and set out our problem in precise terms. An algorithm for the solution to our problem is presented as Result 1 in Section 3. This result is a multiperiod extension of De Pril's (1989) Theorem 1, and the proof follows along the same lines. In Section 4 we present a second algorithm, which can be regarded as an approximation to the (exact) algorithm in Section 3. An error bound for this approximate algorithm is given in Result 2. The approximation corresponds to De Pril's (1989) formulae (16.a) and (16.b) and the proof of our Result 2 is similar to that of this Theorem 3.
In Section 5 we describe a hypothetical portfolio of endowment assurances which we use to illustrate our algorithms. In particular, we are interested in the joint distribution of the losses in two successive years. We use the algorithms of Sections 3 and 4 to calculate this joint distribution exactly and approximately. We compare the results with those obtained from approximating this joint distribution in different ways.
PRELIMINARIES

Set-up
We consider a life portfolio consisting of a total of N independent policies. For each policyj, j = I ..... N, we are interested in an m-dimensional vector of real-valued random variables, Zj = (Zjt, ..., Zj,,,) , determined by the life history of the policy. For example:
1. Zjk could represent the sum assured paid in year k in respect ofpolicyj. 2. Zjk could represent the present value of the loss in year k in respect of policy j in a portfolio of, for example, endowment assurances, or annuities or disability policies. 3. The time periods k = 1, ..., m need not be disjoint; they could be overlapping time periods of unequal length.
The important feature is that for a given po!icy j, the random variables {Zjt,,)~'=, are not assumed to be independent. For convenience, we will refer to Zjk as the loss from policy j in year k .
We suppose that the policies can be grouped into n (< N) classes such that policies in the same.class are pro.babilistically identical. More precisely, we assume that if policiesj and l belong to the same class then Z i and Z/are identically distributed (as well as being independent when ~ l). Let ni denote the number of policies in class i, i = 1, ..., n, so that N = ~=l hi, and let Xi be a vector with the same distribution as Zj for all policies in class i.
Throughout this paper, all vectors are of dimension m and a vector z has components (z~, z2, ..., Zm) . We will use the notation y < x to mean that y~<_xk fork = 1 .... ,m, and the notationy<xtome-an thaty~,<xk for k = 1, ..., m, with at least one of the inequalities being strict.
..
Assumptions
I. For a policy from class i we assume that __X i is an integer-valued vector.
In practical applications, this may require discretisation and hence approximation. 
We assume that 0 < Pi < 1.
Definitions
For i = 1, 2 .... , n, let:
and for y ¢ 0 let.hi(y)-be defined, as:
so that hi(y) is the probability that Xi =Y + ~i, given that y_-¢ 0_. (For convenience, we will define hi(O) to be 0.) Let Bi(.~) be the probability generating function corregponding to the (multivariate) distribution determined by hi(y_) so that:
...,
: y¢O
The following notation will be useful: for j = 1, .:., m, let _~0) denote.the vector whose j-th component is 1 and all of, whose remaining components are 0...
Let Y be defined as follows:
so that the components of the vector .Y_ are the total losses in successive years from the whole portfolio. Let g(y_) be the probability function for Y, defined for all (non-negative) y. Our objective is to-~erive recursive formulae for the calculation of g(y_).
AN EXACT ALGORITHM
Result 1:
:: o<...~S~_ (/) "t where w(/)(y_) = E,L, w/O)(Y_) and: (1) is immediate from the definition's of_Y: and Pi and from the independence of the policies. Let A(_s) be .the probability, generating function of.Z. Then, from the independence of the policies, we have:
Hence, for any j, j = l, ..., m:
Now define the functions 14"~0)(_s) and Wq)(s) as follows:
so that:
.?
From their definitions, the definition ofBi(s) and Assumption 1 in Section 2.2, it can be seen that both 14"~9)(s) and wfJ)(_s) can be written 
Now differentiate both sides of (5) 
This proves formula (2). Now note that: .. .,.
ni qĩsj Bi (.-S)
Let y be any non-negative vector. Formula (3) follows from differentiating (6) ~ith respect to sl (Yl times 
Pi
Starting from formula (7), formula (3) can be used recursively to calculate w/~)(y) for any y > 0.
AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM
Throughout this section we will make the following extra assumption:
Recall that the random variable Xik represents the "loss from policy i in year k". In many practical applications this loss will achieve its minimum value,
i.e. Cik, when no claim is made in Year k and so Pi will be the probability that a policyholder from class i does not die in years k = I, 2 .... , m. In such an application it is quite likely that assumption (8) will hold. This will be the case in the numerical example in the following section. Using this assumption we will produce approximations to the joint probability function g(y) and give bounds for the errors in these approximations.
First note that (4) can be written:
where:
)k+l
For each positive integer r, define U(r.;s) and A(r;s) as follows:
• . ..... ,A(r;s)=ex ;s :. ,. , ..... ";
• v~"~X"can" w,t::'r:'e:' ' " ' ' "' : "
A(r;s) = Eg(r;y) ~" ... g.;"
v>O for some function g(r;y). We regard g(r;y), or some simple adjustment of it, as an r-th order approximation to g(y).-We can calculate g(r;y) recursively using (9) 
y>0 for some function u0)(r;y). Formula (10) corresponds to (5). We can derive the following formula in-~xactly the same way that (2) was derived from (5): g(r;x,, ..., Xm)= 1 ~ 'ufJ)(r;y)g(r;x-6 q)-y) (11)
• %' 'o<j<_~__~o~
The (possible) advantages of using'g(r;y) as the basis for an approximation to g(y), i.e. using (11) rather than (2),are that values of u0~)(r;y_) t:an be calculated directly from:
whereas values of w/~)(y) have to be calculated recursively using (3) and. (7), and also that if r is small and there are only a few vectors y for which hi(y) iS non-zero, then there will only be a few vectors y for which u(J)(r;y) is ffonzero. This should mean that fewer calculations a}e required to 0bt~in values for g(r;y) than are required to obtain values for g(y).
Bouffd for the appr.oximations are provided by t-he following result:
, . .
,. ,_ ,
Result 2: For any y > 0:
To prove this result we need the multi-dimensior~a[ analogue of the results on the partial ordering of power series used by Kornya~'(f983) 'and ' De pril (1988 and 1989) . Let C(s_), D(s) and E(.s) be any m-dimensional ~ower series
,,~. 2t defined for non-negative powers of s, where 0 < sj < 1 for j = 1 .... , m, so that, for example:
for some real valued function c(y_) defined for vectors y >_ 0.
Definitions:
We denote by IC(_s)I s the power series ~£_>0 c(y) ~l ~ )'-'
.,.
S m •
We write:
whenever for any y > O_ we have:
The (one-dimensional version of the) following lemma appears in De Pril (1988 and 1989) and is proved by Kornya (1983) . The proof is similar in the multi-dimensional case. [ n~ r/ j/ \r+l "~. ~, z ' 'tJ') " )
Lemma: o) Ic(_~/L,~ E~o cIy!] whenever E~Q ]~(y/ < (ii) ]C(s) + DIs)l_~<~ ICIs_)]~+]D(_S/Is (iii) LC(s/. D(s)l~_<~ [CIs)l~.lD(s)[ s (v) IC(s)l~<_~ ID(s_)l~ IC(s)t~.[E(s)[~_%,lL)(~)is.lE(s)[~
IA (s) -A (r; s)[~_<_~ IA (~)1~' [exp(log A (r; s) -log A (s)) -1[~
But
. . "L Remarks: Being a probability, g(~) is always non-negatiy e. l?lowg~er,.th.ere, is no guarantee that g(r;x) will always be non-negative. To avoid the embarrassment of.approximating a probability by a. negative inumber, we could use either g(r x) or max(g(r x), 0) as an r-th order approximation to (12), so that we are in the one-dimensional case considered by De Pril (1986 and 1989) . The value of u(J)(r;x), for any x > 0, can be calculated from (12) by differentiating the right hand side x times with respect to s and then setting s = 0. Let h~k(.) denote the k-fold convolution of hi(.) with itself. Then Bi(s) k is the probability generating function of hTk(.) and it can be seen that:
A little algebra then shows that the approximation in this section corresponds to De Pril's approximation (1989, Section 4).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The portfolio
Consider a portfolio of identical 10-year non-profit endowment assurances. The sum assured is payable at the end of the year of death, .or on maturity, and premiums are payable annually in advance. The policyholders are all males and are aged 45 when their policies are effected. 'We are interested in the experience of this portfolio, including new entrants next year, over .the next two years. If a policyholder survives tbr a year, or surrenders his policy at the end of a year, the loss to the insurer is zero. If a policyholder dies in a year, the loss to the insurer depends on the policyholder's age at the start of the year: values for these losses are shown in Table 1 . These figures are broadly consistent with the losses from a policy with sum assured 16 and an annual premium of I, where loss is defined as the sum assured payable minus the reserve being held. Also shown in Table l .are the probability of death in the coming year for each age (these are taken from the AM(80) Select table, see CMI Report Number' 10 (1990)) and the current number of policyholders at.each age as.a.rnultiple of some positive .integer, K. One.year from now, 3K policyholders, then aged 45, will enter the portfolio. Finally,. for each policyholder who survives to age 46 there is a probability of 0.3 that he will surrender his policy, before paying the. premium then due.. ,.. We want to calculate the joint distribution of (Xi, X2), where Xi and X2 are the aggregate losses from this portfolio this year and next year, respectively.:
In the terminology of Section 2, we have: N = 16K note' that those policyholders currently aged 54 will not contribute to either Xi or X2 and so can be ignored. Table 2 , where p(Xi, X2) is the coefficient of correlation between Xi and X2. 
Numerical results
We calculated exact and approximate values of Pr(Xl <_ x],)(2 <_ X2) for 0<Xl <200,0_<x2<200 for bothK = 5 and K = 10. For ease of presentation, we show in Tables 3a and 3b the results for (xt, x2) = (x, x), where x = 0, 5 ..... 25, only. The key to these two tables is as follows:
(1) denotes the exact value of the probability calculated using Result 1 in Section 3. We also calculated these probabilities using the approximate method derived in Si~ction 4 with r = 3; since the upper bound • for the error is exp(K x 1.5 x 10 -8) -1, the results were the same as the exact values to at least four decimal places in both tables. Run times for the approximate algorithm are faster than those for the ' exact algorithm, but the difference is apparent only for large values of "the argument (Xl, x2 The numerical example in this section has been included to illustrate the rangeof alternative methods available for approximating ,the joint distribution of losses from a life portfolio and to test their accuracy when applied to a particular-example. We cannot draw general conclusions from our numericalresults but.,we can make the fullowing points.aboUt Tables 3a  and 3b significantly poorer approximations than the approximation assuming independence and Wang's approximation, columns (4) and (5). As K, the multiplier for the number of policies, increases, we would expect, by appealing to the Central Limit Theorem, that the two normal approximations would perform better. However, note that for K as low as 10, we have a portfolio with over 200 independent policies.
